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Artists use frauds to make human beings seem more wonderful than they really are.
Dancers show us human beings who move much more gracefully than human beings
really move. Films and books and plays show us people talking much more entertainingly
than people.
- Vonnegut Jr., Kurt

Deals are my art form. Other people paint beautifully on canvas or write wonderful poetry.
I like making deals, preferably big deals. That's how I get my kicks.
- Trump, Donald

To live happily is an inward power of the soul.
- Aurelius, Marcus

Prosperity is living easily and happily in the real world, whether you have money or not.
- Gellis, Jerry

My advice to people today is as follows: If you take the game of life seriously, if you take
your nervous system seriously, if you take your sense organs seriously, if you take the
energy process seriously, you must turn on, tune in, and drop out.
- Leary, Timothy
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Art is too serious to be taken seriously.
- Reinhardt, Ad

Human affairs are not serious, but they have to be taken seriously.
- Murdoch, Iris

People need to be made more aware of the need to work at learning how to live because
life is so quick and sometimes it goes away too quickly
- Warhol, Andy

Nothing can be done quickly and prudently at the same time.
- Syrus, Publilius

It is only persons of firmness that can have real gentleness. Those who appear gentle are,
in general, only a weak character, which easily changes into asperity.
- La Rochefoucauld, Francois De

Govern a family as you would cook a small fish -- very gently.
- Proverb, Chinese

Bear patiently with a rival.
- Ovid
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I am extraordinarily patient provided I get my own way in the end.
- Thatcher, Margaret

Joy descends gently upon us like the evening dew, and does not patter down like a
hailstorm.
- Richter, Jean Paul

You have to love your children unselfishly. That is hard. But it is the only way.
- Bush, Barbara

If you're not just a little bit nervous before a match, you probably don't have the
expectations of yourself that you should have.
- Irwin, Hale

If you train hard, you'll not only be hard, you'll be hard to beat.
- Walker, Herschel

Never forget the power of silence, that massively disconcerting pause which goes on and
on and may at last induce an opponent to babble and backtrack nervously.
- Morrow, Lance

I learned the value of hard work by working hard.
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- Fitzpatrick, Margaret M.

By working hard, you get to play hard guilt-free.
- Rohn, Jim

What helps luck is a habit of watching for opportunities, of having a patient but restless
mind, of sacrificing one's ease or vanity, or uniting a love of detail to foresight, and of
passing through hard times bravely and cheerfully.
- Cherbuliez, Victor

I'd like to grow very old as slowly as possible.
- Selznick, Irene Mayer

Act quickly, think slowly.
- Proverb, Greek

Be not afraid of going slowly, be afraid only of standing still.
- Proverb, Chinese

The future comes slowly, the present flies and the past stands still forever.
- Schiller, Johann Friedrich Von

Every murderer is probably somebody's old friend.
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- Christie, Agatha

Anyone who profits from the experience of others probably writes biographies.
- Jones

Death always comes too early or too late.
- Proverb, English

Once made equal to man, woman becomes his superior.
- Socrates
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